Borderlands
Towards an Anthropology of the Cosmopolitan Condition
MICHEL AGIER
École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris
Translated by David Fernbach
The images of migrants and refugees arriving in precarious boats on the shores of southern Europe, and of the makeshift camps that have sprung up in Lesbos, Lampedusa, Calais and elsewhere, have become familiar sights on television screens around the world. But what do we know about the border places that have become the focus of so much attention and anxiety today? What do we know about the individuals who fill these places, their hopes and fears, and about the kinds of social relationships that form?
In this timely book, anthropologist Michel Agier addresses these questions and examines the character of the borderlands that emerge on the margins of nation-states.
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Encountering Difference
Diasporic traces, creolizing spaces
ROBIN COHEN & OLIVIA SHERINGHAM
University of Oxford; Queen Mary University of London
In the face of the destructive possibilities of resurgent nationalism, unyielding ethnicities and fundamentalist religious affinities, there is hardly a more urgent task than understanding how humans can learn to live alongside one another. This fascinating book shows how people from various societies learn to live with social diversity and cultural difference, and considers how the concepts of identity formation, diaspora and creolization shed light on the processes and geographies of encounter.
Robin Cohen and Olivia Sheringham reveal how early historical encounters created colonial hierarchies, but also how conflict has been creatively resolved through shared social practices in particular contact zones—including islands, port cities and the ‘super-diverse’ cities formed by enhanced international migration and globalization. Drawing on research experience from across the world, including new fieldwork in Louisiana, Martinique, Mauritius and Cape Verde, their account provides a balance between rich description and insightful analysis showing, in particular, how identities emerge and merge ‘from below.’
Moving seamlessly between social and political theory, history, cultural anthropology, sociology and human geography, the authors point to important new ways of understanding and living with difference, surely one of the key challenges of the twenty-first century.
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Philosophical Anthropology
PAUL RICOEUR
University of Paris X and University of Chicago
Translated by David Pellauer
What is it to be human? This question lies behind the so-called ‘human sciences,’ but these disciplines are scattered among many different departments and hold up a cracked mirror to humankind. This is why, in the view of Paul Ricoeur, we need to develop a philosophical anthropology, one that has a much older history but still offers many untapped resources.
This led Ricoeur to enter into dialogue with other disciplines and approaches, such as psychoanalysis, history, sociology, anthropology, linguistics, and the philosophy of language, in order to offer an up-to-date reflection on what he saw to be the fundamental issues. For there is clearly not a simple, single answer to the question ‘what is it to be human?’
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Against Hybridity
Social Impasses in a Globalizing World
HAIM HAZAN
Tel Aviv University
“Opening new vistas, blazing new trails, drawing out from invisibility the forcibly fixed.” Zygmunt Bauman, University of Leeds
One of the major characteristics of our contemporary culture is a positive, almost banal view of the transgression of cultural boundaries. Strangers, migrants and nomads are celebrated in our postmodern world of hybrids and cyborgs. This book tells the story of the non-hybrid figures in our societies who are ignored, rejected, silenced or exterminated – examples are found in deep old age, pain, the Holocaust, autism, fundamentalism and corporeal death. All exemplify the same cultural logic of the non-hybrid and provoke similar reactions of criticism, terror, abhorrence and indignation.
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Citizenship
ÉTIENNE BALIBAR
Université de Paris X – Nanterre
Translated by Thomas Scott-Railton
“Citizenship can only truly exist as insurrection. Democracy must be democratized. These are the daring propositions that Balibar, Marxism’s least pious philosopher, nails to the door of neoliberalism’s church.” Bruce Robbins, Columbia University
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